Typical Format of a Gathering

This is the format used successfully by Chapter 252 for its Thursday night gatherings. The official start is at 7:00 p.m. with everything wrapping up by 8:30 p.m.

6:00 Doors open/social time
6:30 Food served-
   Chapter provides the main meal, members are asked to bring a dish to pass. A $5 donation is encouraged for those who do not bring a dish.
7:00 Kickoff
   Welcome guests and new members
   Ask for building project/pilot milestone updates
   Review upcoming events
   Show Chapter Video Magazine
   Guest Speaker
8:30 Wrap up – Thank speaker (make sure you give them a round of applause).

Program/Presentation Ideas

- Air Traffic Controller
- Winter Flying Safety
- Winterizing your Engine
- Summer Flying Safety
- Aviation Weather
- Float Plane Operations
- Aircraft Build Reviews
- Aviation History Presentation
- Building your own ADSB
- FAASTeam Seminars
- Commercial Drone Operator
- Bush Flying Tips
- Planning your Trip to Alaska
- Taildragger Tips
- NTSB Investigators
- Chapter Video Magazine

Check out the EAA Speakers Bureau to find knowledgeable volunteer speakers are available for your chapter meetings

Link: https://www.eaa.org/en/eaa/eaa-chapters/eaa-chapter-resources/eaa_speakers_bureau